UTAH|CANYONLANDS
Backcountry ﬂying out West
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his is outlaw cowboy country, do not attempt to pack
out,” read the sign. Could
these words be serious? While this
corner of the United States is
exceedingly remote, it seems hard to
believe that it harbors dangerous criminals. But here at Happy Canyon we are
on the famed Outlaw Trail of a hundred
years past. The location of Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid’s hideout is only 8
miles west near Robbers Roost. This country was even
more remote in 1900 than it is today, and it provided
sanctuary for many gangs of western bandits. Eventually,
western lawmen eradicated them from our midst and
tamed the Wild West, but the land remains just as wild
and wooly as in Butch’s day.
HAPPY CANYON

Happy Canyon, like many strips in the Utah backcountry,
served a small mine midway through the last century. The
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relative spaciousness of this plateau sitting high overlooking a drainage angling
toward the Dirty Devil River allows the unusual extravagance of two intersecting runways. The years have not been kind to the north/south, however. It is overgrown with
vegetation and has uneven sand washouts making it unacceptable for most planes
except big-tired Super Cub type aircraft. The east/west has an undulating surface
extending about 1,400 feet or so.
Happy Canyon is a good strip if you stay in the ruts of the east/west; the sand is
fairly ﬁrm, and on this runway the vegetation has been kept at bay. The approach end
to Runway 09 is rated as soft in Galen Hanselman’s Fly Utah! A Pilot’s Guide to
Exploration and Discovery in the Red Rock Country, but someone has conveniently
placed two orange cones to mark where the good part of the runway begins.
I approach at around 55 mph with full ﬂaps, and I am conscious to not let the Carbon
Cub drift out of the established wheel ruts into the soft sand on landing. After a short
roll I am stopped in some of the most beautiful, and remote, terrain I have ever seen.
Climbing out of the airplane reveals a gorgeous area of multicolored mesas and
outcroppings—an inland sea of red and gold. An old abandoned miner’s cabin
betrays the purpose of the Happy Canyon strip and inside it has been preserved as it
was, shelves on the wall hold foodstuf as if the miner’s return is expected at any
moment. The small miner’s shack and a windsock account for the entirety of the
improvements to Happy Canyon, but the stunning beauty of the area makes up for
the lack of amenities.
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Cub Crafters President Randy Lervold
shows oﬀ three new Carbon Cubs.

CUB CRAFTERS
For this backcountry trip I ﬂew a brand new Carbon
Cub made by Cub Crafters, but the story of Cub Crafters
is more than just its one iconic model. I recently
had the opportunity to tour Cub Crafters’ sprawling
40,000-square-foot production facility and see how
the Carbon Cub is made.
Cub Crafters occupies a series of buildings on and
around the airport at Yakima, Washington. The
company began in 1980 as a rebuilder of Piper Super
Cubs, and that business still exists with more than 60
rebuilt Cubs delivered thus far. Cub Crafters will rebuild
the Cub you provide, or it also has a few projects
around the hangar to work with. The manufacturing
of new aircraft however didn’t begin until 2004 with
the introduction of the Top Cub. Today Cub Crafters
builds three diﬀerent models of new aircraft.
The Top Cub is a Part 23 certiﬁed aircraft with a 180hp engine and a 2,300-pound gross weight. The
CC18 Top Cub is a new Cub Crafters take on Piper’s
classic Super Cub, and 79 have been delivered thus
far. The biggest customer for the Top Cub is the U. S.
government; so far 15 have been purchased for use
in Alaska.
The Sport Cub and the Carbon Cub are the same
airframe but with diﬀerent power options. While the
two models are certiﬁed as light-sport aircraft, they
are designed and built to Part 23 standards just like
the Top Cub. The CC11-100 Sport Cub has a Continental
O-200 rated at 100 hp. The CC11-160 Carbon Cub has
a special-built CC340 engine assembled by Titan
Aircraft from ECI parts. It is based on a Lycoming
O-320, but the crankshaft has been stroked to
increase the power to 180 hp. As an example of Cub
Crafters’ attention to detail, it manufactures its own
aluminum oil sump for the engine saving 10 pounds
of weight with just one part. The Carbon Cub is also
available as a kit aircraft, now called the EX-2, with
literally everything in the box. Estimated build time
for the Carbon Cub EX is 1,000 hours.
The heart of the enterprise is the parts department.
While Cub Crafters uses parts made by other
manufacturers for its Top Cub, most of the aircraft
components of the Carbon Cub are produced inhouse because Cub Crafters can manufacture them
lighter and stronger than what is commercially
available. Everything from aileron hinge brackets to
cowlings are made by Cub Crafters itself.

Cub Crafters’ milling shop produces aluminum out of
raw aluminum block using CNC cutting techniques.
These replace parts traditionally made out of steel.
Cub Crafters uses 2024 aluminum for ribs and other
sheet parts because it is lighter and stronger (those
two words once again) than 6061 even though it can
be harder to work with. The 2024 aluminum must
be annealed before forming to inhibit cracking, and
then heat treated to retain strength.
On the other side of the airport Cub Crafters’
ﬁberglass shop builds cowlings, fairings, and
other ﬁttings using resin and carbon ﬁber cloth—
ergo the Carbon Cub name. The carbon ﬁber
tray that makes up the ﬂoor of the passenger
compartment is a Cub Crafters innovation that
provides strength while reducing the number
of parts for manufacture. All these Cub Craftersproduced parts are collected at the assembly
building in the parts department.
The ﬂoor of the assembly facility is divided up into
11 diﬀerent production stations with the aircraft
moving from one station to another every four
days. Full assembly takes approximately 8-9
weeks. The parts department employees ﬁll rolling
carts with all the parts that will be needed at
each station. On the carts are Styrofoam cutouts in
the exact shape and size of the part in question
to speed identiﬁcation and loading. When the
aircraft shift to their new station on the assembly
hangar ﬂoor, the parts carts are waiting to support
the next phase of construction.
Cub Crafters has produced about 375 Carbon and
Sport Cub aircraft so far and has 109 Carbon Cub EX
kits out in the ﬁeld either in assembly or completed
and ﬂying. The precise manufacturing line system
makes Cub Crafters stand out from traditional small
aircraft manufacturers and can be credited for its
amazing reputation for quality of build.
While at the factory I was allowed a peek behind
the curtain at the Cub Crafters “skunkworks”
R&D center. While I am not allowed to tell you
what’s in store for the future, let’s just say that
the people at Cub Crafters aren’t resting on their
laurels. As Cub Crafters President Randy Lervold
told me on our tour, “Someone has to step up
and build a best-in-class product, and we at Cub
Crafters volunteer.”

Over geologic time the land slowly erodes away.
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SURVIVAL
Many destinations require survival planning in the
event of a breakdown, but few are as challenging
as the desert canyonlands of Utah. As you listen to
the whistling wind and feel the heat of the blazing
sun bearing down, you can imagine what burdens
would await those who were forced to walk back
to civilization. A mere starter failure, dead battery,
or ﬂat tire could put a pilot in a dangerous survival
situation. There is no cellphone reception and
generally are no other people nearby. Roads are
scarce and, when present, are seldom traveled. A
pilot should bring what is needed for survival and
to signal for help.
The obvious precautions would be to ﬁle a ﬂight
plan and to have a 406 MHz ELT (emergency
locator transmitter ) on board. Smart pilots also
carry a PLB (personal locator beacon) and a
comprehensive ﬁrst aid kit.
Shelter is gravely important, and not just from
the weather, but from the sun as well. Shade is a
scarce commodity, and sunscreen could be critical
for survival. In fact, if it becomes necessary to hike
out, it is best done at night.
But most importantly, bringing your own supply
of water can make the diﬀerence between life and
death in this backcountry marked with only a few
rivers and occasional water seeps. If you were to
break a tail wheel in the wrong area, it could be
a very long walk to ﬁnd any water at all. A sturdy
water container capable of surviving a crash could
be a good preventive investment. A person can last
a long time without food, but water, shelter, and a
means of signaling rescuers are critical for survival.

The route to Happy Canyon from the south
takes you up a valley carved out by the twisting
river drainage. My wings were surrounded by
beautiful red rock outcroppings contrasted
against the brilliant blue of the Utah sky. No vegetation larger than tumbleweed is in view to
soften the landscape. Best of all, once the prop
ticks to a stop you are completely alone listening
only to the faint whistle of the wind as it hugs
this land of straight lines and hard edges.
THE URANIUM BOOM

The outlaw era ended long before airplanes were
seen in these parts. Butch and Sundance moved to
Argentina three years before the Wright brothers
ﬁrst ﬂew. The unusually large number of airstrips,
however, is at least partially due to the boom and
bust of uranium mining. After the Manhattan
Project brought us into the atomic age, the U.S.
government established the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) to manage our nuclear
resources. The AEC’s desire to extract the uranium
ore found in the native red sandstone spawned the
largest mineral rush since the discoveries of gold in
the previous century. The AEC built roads into the
backcountry, established ﬁnancial markets for the
ore bolstered by price guarantees, and paid
bonuses for new discoveries. In an early 1950s
instant the area was crawling with prospectors
bearing Geiger counters testing any likely outcroppings of sandstone for promising ﬁnds.
By the mid-1950s almost 1,000 mines were in
production and millions of tons of ore had been
extracted from the desert southwest. But then
the government decided that we had sufcient
reserves from these remote red rock canyons,
and the boom just as quickly became a bust. The

land’s quiet majesty returned, and the
Canyonlands are now just as isolated as a century before. What is left to mark the era are the
many airstrips scratched out of the desolate terrain to serve the small abandoned mines. Today
Utah has more backcountry strips than perhaps
any other state outside of Alaska. With more
than 250 identiﬁed strips it is far and away an
aviator’s backcountry paradise.
This stop at Happy Canyon is but an interlude
for me on a long delivery ﬂight from Phoenix to
Minneapolis, but it exhibits the capability of the
Carbon Cub. The airplane has proven to be a
faithful companion, and in this environment, it is
displaying how the right aircraft can transport
you to another world.
OUTLAW COWBOY COUNTRY

A short roll in the Carbon Cub, and I am in the air
again headed northwest for outlaw cowboy country. This area is a high desert plateau that has been
carved by the Green, Colorado, and Dirty Devil
rivers into crenulated canyonlands just waiting to
be explored. Canyonlands National Park is just to
the east of Happy Canyon, but it only encompasses
a small portion of this wild land.
There is an airstrip at Robbers Roost, but the
land it sits on is now a private cattle ranch, and
sitting on top of the plateau, it is not particularly
attractive. I move on to Angel Point located high
on the edge of a particularly large and deep
drainage to the Dirty Devil. Angel Point is a spectacularly scenic strip with views that seem to
carry on to the far distant mountains.
The strip itself is not challenging, and its
easy access to a spectacular Dirty Devil River
drainage makes it a frequent stop for canyon

THE HOME OF CUB CRAFTERS

Above: The Cub Crafters all-aluminum engine sump saves
10 pounds of airframe weight.
Right: The ﬂoor of the production facility.
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exploration. I park the Carbon Cub close to the precipice of the deep gulch for some photography and then take of again on my way to Hidden Splendor.
A bit of low-level exploration up Muddy Creek brings me to the looming precipice of
the San Rafael Swell. Altitudes in the canyonlands generally run around 4,500 feet, but atop
the Swell they are 2,000 feet higher. Muddy Creek has carved a canyon through the face of
the swell. Initially it is too narrow and deep to safely follow below the rim, but after the ﬁrst
switchback it widens out a bit allowing an aircraft to follow its contours. The twisting canyon empties out into a plain where the airstrip suddenly appears.
HIDDEN SPLENDOR

Hidden Splendor is built on a large tailing pile from the Delta Uranium Mine. One of the
few success stories surrounding the uranium boom was of Vernon Pick, an electrician from
Minnesota who came to the area in 1952 to make his fortune. Vernon knew nothing of the
area and even less about mining or mineral exploration, but he stumbled across a ﬁnd
when his Geiger counter went wild. Staking a claim in the area, he made his riches when
he sold the rights to Floyd Bostwick Odlum, who was purported to be one of the richest
men in the world. Floyd renamed the claim the Hidden Splendor Mine but only extracted
ore valued at $2 million before the boom went bust. His tenure as a uranium mine owner
was short, but he has lasting signiﬁcance to aviation aﬁcionados as the husband of famed
aviatrix, air racer, and WASP Jackie Cochrane.
The runway at Hidden Splendor is uphill approaching from the south, but it looks
exactly the opposite. The clifs and bare outcroppings have folds and striations that reﬂect
the geologic thrust of the rock rather than the dictates of gravity. Nothing is ﬂat and the
elevations play tricks on your eyes. The dusty gravel strip also has precipitous drop-ofs on
both ends of the runway. A prudent pilot will be down and stopped well before the end.
The wind appears to be coming from the canyon and favors Runway 16. My ﬁrst approach
to the runway leaves me inexplicably high. There is a slight mound of the end of the runway
that doesn’t look very tall, and the strip itself appears to be sloped uphill from this direction.
In fact, it is downhill and the mound of the end of the runway is quite large. A go-around and
a better approach put me in position for landing at Hidden Splendor.
This plateau is often used for Native American rituals, and Hidden Splendor is occasionally closed by NOTAM for these observances. Hidden Splendor, like many Utah strips, can be
an access point to some spectacular trekking and canyon exploration. A steep descent to
Muddy Creek also takes you to the trailhead for the Little Susan Mine, not far away.

Flying up the Green River toward Mineral Canyon.

SOUTHEASTERN UTAH

There are many other old mine strips that can give access to this unspoiled land of
mesas and rock; Mexican Mountain, Mineral Canyon, and Dolores Point all sit in
unbelievably beautiful settings and are only a short distance apart by air.
The canyonlands aren’t hard to get to even though they may seem remote. Moab,
Utah, or even Grand Junction, Colorado, are good staging points for the many
charms of these strips. As with backcountry airports everywhere, the condition of
the strips and the capabilities of you and your aircraft must be evaluated carefully.
The Carbon Cub has STOL capabilities that exceed most aircraft, but even a Cessna
182 could easily handle most of these small airstrips. The approaches are usually ﬂat
in the open country, and the runways are of adequate length. The runway surface
must be considered, particularly along the rivers where the sand can be soft, but setting strong personal barriers can lead to a satisfying backcountry experience.
The remote land of southeastern Utah harbors the most beautiful vistas imaginable.
Thanks to the plethora of airstrips, it is one of the more accessible areas to aerial visitors as well. Camping, canyon hiking, and just laying out under the desert stars are all
experiences that can be had for those seeking adventure in the desert southwest.

The canyon approach to Hidden Splendor behind the Carbon Cub.
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at JeﬀreyBSkiles@gmail.com.

Water’s erosive power has carved this land.
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